Introduction
While producing truly integrated information systems -ones where all of the information resources of a museum are available at once from a single access point -has long been a goal for museums, it is only recently that strategies have been developed to begin to realize that goal. Museum information is complex because of the range of materials that must be catalogued, the fact that for most museum materials, the physical form of the object is as important as textual observations, and the extent to which contextual material must be provided to support catalogued objects. These three elements -the diversity of object type, the importance of at least images of objects, and the role of contextual information -have made the realization of truly integrated systems difficult. This paper investigates fundamental approaches to constructing integrated museum information systems. The authors' work has focused on creating a bridge from guided web exhibits to unguided knowledge discovery through the construction of information systems that hold cultural heritage content. While a considerable amount of valuable effort within the museum community has already been devoted to the establishment of standards for descriptive metadata, the objective of this paper is to examine the practical aspects of building information retrieval systems that are accessible through the web, systems that can be used as access points to digital collections as well as their rich context. A key element in the process of building these systems is the development of a thorough understanding of the data structures and formats within an organization. Also critical is the need to determine how data ought to be stored and shaped, and how a museum would like the data to be displayed, once it is retrieved. Further, it is important for an organization to consider the impact of converting internal databases into public access knowledge discovery tools. Data representations change depending on the choice of database structure, the search engine, and the user interface. Practical examples are drawn from projects in which the authors have participated, including the Oregon Historical Society's Collections Access Project, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education; the Museum Educational Site Licensing Project, sponsored by the Getty Information Institute; The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM http://www.ushmm.org), and the University of Illinois Library's Digital Imaging Initiative (http://images.grainger.uiuc.edu).
The Diversity of Existing Management Systems
Museum information has been gathered and described in disparate forms -either because of the nature of the material or the nature of the data that can be gathered about museum collections. Librarians have used one standard; archivists another; curators another, and so on through each museum department. For a variety of reasons -availability of software, variations in standards, the needs of collections -heterogeneity can be expected to persist and in many cases, it should be encouraged. In spite of these variations of form, style, emphasis, and content, in reality museum information takes only a few forms -text, imagery (still and moving), and occasionally sound. Web publishing enables museums to provide access to this information through innovative means, ranging from exhibits created in hypermedia to samplers of collections, to searchable bodies of text that can be queried directly by the user, with the potential for obtaining results that closely match the searcher's information needs. Search engines that enable querying multiple information sources drawn from diverse formats are changing the nature and the expectations of the role of museum information systems.
In most museums, the written information that describes collections takes many forms, may rest in several departments, and may have been gathered at different times for various purposes. It is likely that different pieces of information gathered in different ways over time may overlap, and it is equally likely that some parts of existing descriptive information is unique. For example, staff at the Oregon Historical Society discovered that the Library, the Archives, and the Collections departments all possessed some descriptive information about particular companies in Oregon. As the departments discussed the types of information that they had about these entities, they realized that it would be useful for each department to be able to use the other's information because in parts of the organization there were gathered facts about the history of companies and in others, information about the output of those companies. The photo archives had photographs taken of and by them, and oral histories that included conversations with people related to them. In fact, in some cases, one department might have thoroughly documented narrative histories that would benefit all of the departments. If the organization were creating a shared database to which all departments had access, there was no need for each department to maintain duplicate narratives on particular topics.
Of course, that is much easier said than done. Museums accumulate, and for all kinds of very good reasons, the materials that they gather are not considered as wholes. Several common structures for dealing with multiple types of collections material can be noted just to serve as reminders of what the task of integration involves:
-Some aspects of museum data systems have depended upon the forms that materials take -bound books utilize different systems than loose papers and both are apt to be different from "objects." Photographs and slides are apt to be specially treated, films, oral history materials (tapes and transcripts), drawings, maps, bound manuscript materials like diaries and ledgers, stamps, coins, botanical specimens, living species -all of these are apt to have developed more or less special methods of recordation. To an extent, the library world has enabled common ways of addressing the needs of different types of artifacts, but that fact does not mean that institutions have found those tools useful or even used them when they were. -Some of the data that museums have gathered depend exclusively upon topic.
Vertical files, scrapbooks, preambles to finding aids, exhibit label copy stored away, and many other information resources and cataloguing aids depend upon generalized topics as their organizing principle. In some cases, these resources may be randomly organized -some curator established a file for "Blacksmithing" in a cabinet full of folders on similar topics, and ever since then any general bit of information on that topic has been stuck in that folder. Some are more systematic -the books of the origins of place names or files of clippings, for instance. Some are intentionally abstract, like the cataloguing tools that have been developed or adopted by museums to define concepts such as style or use or classification. -Some data that museums have gathered are intended specifically to establish connections between otherwise disparate materials. Again, some of these efforts are haphazard -scrapbooks, file folders, and ledgers are apt to be used. But, some of them have been more systematic -central files of names, especially for donors or figures of special historical significance, are the most common, but some museums have chronologies that are shared across collections, and some use natural grouping factors such as place names as ways of creating connections, as with post card collections and photograph collections and occasionally collections such as architectural materials. Not surprisingly, the formal information systems that museums have developed reflect these different approaches. Museum organization traditionally reflects the form that materials take -the departments of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum include the Archives, the Photo Archives, Oral History, the Library, Film and Video, and Collections (which means all types of objects, often including archival, photographic, and library materials that are perceived as being significant as "objects.") Though other museums may be more or less strictly divided (the splitting apart of all things thinner than a dime except paintings from all things thicker except books is the common structure for small historical societies), divisions along the lines of object form are common. This practical and political division has done much to encourage "special" ways of recording information about each form. Librarians catalog and index according to library standards; curators use curatorial standards where those exist; archivists have their own common practices. Each type of material has developed its own unique recording system. Hybrids existlibrary management tools have been adapted to recording data about objects and there are a variety of home-grown approaches to dealing with all of those materials that don't fall clearly under the purview of librarians on the one hand and object curators on the other -but the fact that such hybrids exist serves to illuminate the differences.
To an extent, hierarchical approaches to thinking about museum information ranging from adapting the Dewey Decimal System in all museum departments to the uniform application of the Art and Architecture Thesaurus in all information systems have helped to bridge the divides that prevent different forms of materials from being integrated into a single system. For a time, the Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum used the hierarchical categories described in Nomenclature for Museum Cataloguing to delineate its departments rather than the more traditional forms that materials took, and the Henry Ford Museum has a long history of creative organizational structures, but such experiments in integration have been rare in historical museums. Natural history collections are often more interesting models in this regard, and art museums where there may be less difference in the form of collections are often organized by topic -usually geographical, chronological, or stylistic similarity. These institutional structures and reliance on standard topical approaches suggest some interesting models for integration. Of course, sometimes the form that they take is no more complex than a museum's use of the Library of Congress Subject Headings as subjects for books, as a data element in recording information about objects, and as a standard vocabulary to describe the content of photographs.
Similarly interesting have been the electronic tools (primarily) that have been developed in recent years to establish relationships within single parts of organizations as well across departments. The relational model now familiar in database tools begins to make itself felt in museums as a consideration. Take, for example, the Oregon Historical Society's realization that when its information holdings were viewed as a whole -apart from departmental divisions -there was a great deal of commonality. Of course, recognizing that the Rose Lumber Company about which the archives has prepared a company history for the finding aid organizing the company papers, for which the photo collection has views, from which the objects collection has artifacts and recorded commentary about the provenance of those artifacts, and so could be related in an organization and actually realizing such integration are two very different things. Beginning to recognize that links could exist is an important step forward.
Any system that is going to integrate the data that is managed by museums must take into account that there may be as many good reasons for maintaining separate forms of data that have been gathered about collections as there are for combining it, that there will be hierarchical constructs that may be more or less available and of greater or lesser importance to data managers, and that there may be many more potential relationships within museum data than have been identified or developed. In addition, because administrative structure so often mirrors data structure and compatibility, the problems of integration may take on political overtones not warranted by the data. And finally, because data accumulates in museums, even if the one perfect system could be found to accommodate all users so that integration could be assured as all data entered the institutional systems, the likelihood of working backwards through layers of existing materials is small. On that account, alternative approaches have been attempted by the authors.
Options: Integrating Data from Disparate Systems
There are several ways to facilitate the search and retrieval of information common to each of the internal systems maintained by an organization. The first and simplest approach involves creating a high-level menu that lets users choose their database, format their own searches, and requires that they move sequentially from one to the next data repository, with no integration across systems -check with the library first, then the objects data, then with photographs, and so on. Typically, users can adapt to different database command structures. However, the question is not whether they can adapt, but rather whether they want to spend the time doing so. The less time a user needs to spend negotiating search commands, the more time that user will have to spend searching the collections. The second approach involves keeping the information in each of the stand-alone systems that are operating (collections database, library online catalog), and using a search engine to execute sequential searches across those systems, each time formulating a query using the search language that matches the particular system. The drawbacks of this approach include the difficulty of programming a search engine to perform a variety of search queries and to return the results in different formats, and the concerns over exposing internal production systems to potentially high volumes of public use and unwanted access. A third approach might involve an organization choosing one database and search engine to serve all of its needs, which would necessitate the translation of several data formats into one (using the lowest common denominator principle), thereby producing a leveling effect on all of the data produced by different departments. While some organizations may be at a point where they are ready to negotiate new contracts for each of their internal database systems, the likelihood of this occurring is rare, as is the probability that all departments might agree to use the same system, due to the specialized format and descriptive needs involved in working with many types of information (e.g., objects, manuscripts, photos). This paper advocates a fourth approach to making data available -that of the integrated system -a system that can be built to collect metadata from the various legacy systems within an organization to create a new database for public use. This new database is not maintained -the legacy systems still serve as production systems within the museum. Rather, it is a file that can be refreshed on a periodic basis, which can be searched in a variety of ways, through which a museum can establish links among similar types of information across departments, without having to re-structure its internal production systems. The ideal integrated information system would be one which retrieves directly from each production database within an organization, with a minimum of overhead -only the formatting and linking data between similar information across systems. While this ideal is not commercially available today, the realization of this goal is close, given current work on interoperability and semantic retrieval systems. 1 The premise behind advocating this approach is that there are distinct reasons why the museum community maintains a variety of data formats and classification schemes -arguments that are deeply rooted in the need to preserve contextual validity and meaning, and the inability to shoulder the significant economic investment in large-scale conversion or re-creation of existing metadata.
In planning to bring disparate pieces of information together through one integrated system, data should not be considered simply in the way they relate to one specific purpose, like a collections catalogue. Information ought to be visualized and prepared so that it is in a format that can be used for many purposes. Materials from museum activities such as exhibits, education or publications need to be considered so as to be integrated with other information resources in an organization more usually associated with formal "cataloguing." Similarly, information about collections that span multiple institutions needs to be incorporated into the mix of resources. Data ought to be organized from the start and considered as a whole in order to accommodate all of these possibilities in developing an integrated system, the digital counterpart to an institution, a side the public may most easily access apart from the physical collections. What we are proposing is the merging of data that exists in multiple formats, some of which is structured in standard ways and some of which is not.
The approach we find most useful for developing the integrated version of a museum's data resources has been to develop a very simple format for accumulating various standardized metadata formats -a text representation of any data component that is perceived as discrete -an object record, a finding aid, a book catalog card, an entry out of a catalogue, or a photo caption. By adding a few administrative fields beyond the text block as well as a way to identify elements from each text block that might be candidates for interpretation with hierarchical tools/approaches (e.g., an indication of an object's classification) and elements likely to be parts of formally defined links (e.g., personal names, and place names) the challenge of giving access to integrated data is greatly simplified. The issues become those of conversion and parsing from native data formats into the metadata container, of providing normalization for those elements that are hierarchical or linked, and of course implementing access to the metadata with a search engine capable of providing satisfactory results, allowing recursive or subsequent queries, generating links, and providing hierarchical access to related materials where appropriate. These are not trivial tasks, but they are greatly simplified by the existence of the single container.
Of course, nothing is quite so simple. Merging all data into a single container assumes that there is some degree of symmetry among each thing that is the occasion for a record, that there are not vertical relationships between parts, and that data elements describing these things reflect comparable data components. For most "things" a museum keeps track of, these may not be issues. A user seeing a list of items like that noted in the previous paragraph -object, finding aid, book, photo -might be well satisfied with the results of a query against the metadata. Limiting the scope of a search to a particular medium, allowing access to related items, offering links to other items would be matters of the user's choice. But additional measures seem appropriate to reflect variance in the scale of what a single element of metadata represents. In the case of the Oregon Historical Society, this has taken the form of a relatively simple distinction of data elements that bear parent/child relationships to one another being reflected as such. This allows searches on an item level or on a collection level (or both) to be supported with the ability to move from items to collections and collections to items. In addition, it is clear that some pieces of metadata -especially those involved in hierarchical relationships or which reflect from hierarchic standards -serve more as encyclopedic comments on other data elements than comments on items in the collection. Accordingly, some elements have been designated as "encyclopedic" -the description of what was meant by the term "chest-on-frame" or what was meant by "Pre-Raphaelite" or what constituted the "ponticum series" of rhododendrons -all of which are pieces of data apt to be found in museum information systems, but rarely very accessible to a questioning public.
Different Approaches to Integration
In the sections that follow, we outline two different methods for generating and manipulating metadata. One approach uses formal methods of establishing standards within information communities, with each organization applying the same standard format(s). An example of this approach is the Museum Educational Site Licensing project. The second approach uses informal methods to gather data across various formats that share content and context similarities. Examples of this approach are drawn from the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum databases.
While the approaches outlined are different, the reader will see that it is possible to use formal methods to establish a collection of metadata in the initial phase of development, then combine established metadata formats in order to capitalize on information of similar content across distinct formats. Finally, we describe the use of a data "container" as an approach which involves moving data into intermediary formats that enables the system developer to identify similarities among different data elements across similar or unique formats.
THE FORMAL APPROACH: METADATA AND ITS FORMATS
Metadata is synthesized or abstracted information about data. It can take either a structured or an unstructured form. It can be descriptive text that characterizes a larger body of text. It can be fielded information that has been derived from authoritative and consistent guides or resources. The MARC cataloging record consists of structured metadata, with specific fields, set field delimiters and other tags. Standards exist for working with structured metadata. However, there is an increasing need to be able to work effectively with unstructured information that can be formatted using formal guidelines. Examples of unstructured metadata include full-text documents like collection catalogs, journal articles, telephone directories, or training handbooks. HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) represents one set of standards that accommodate text formatting for delivery and display on the web, such as whether the title is bold or italicized, where line and paragraph breaks occur, or the beginning and end of a document. HTML is limited, however in its inability to convey the content and meaning of the elements within a full text document. SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) represents another set of standards that support the identification of content elements in full text, such as the author, title, or subject of a work. Museums, libraries, publishers, and archives have developed SGML conventions ("document type definitions" or DTDs) that can accommodate the kinds of different content of the information that these institutions handle. The work of the AITF (Art Information Task Force) and other groups has led to the development of an SGML DTD for museum information. Several initiatives have been developed in the museum and archives communities to address questions of standard formats for identifying data elements and for the search and retrieval of common data elements across museum systems. 2 Similarly, work in the archival field has resulted in a DTD for creating SGML marked up finding aids. 3 2 Project CHIO demonstrates the use of two international standards cited in the CIMI Standards Framework: SGML and Z39.50. CHIO Structure. The project appears to be unfolding in two segments -the first which demonstrates the use of an SGML DTD among participating museums to mark up their descriptive metadata, and the second which involves the development of a Z39.50 search client that will enable the search and retrieval of similar information across the online databases of the participating institutions. Supported by the Dept. of Commerce (TIIAP program) and the NEH. CIMI (Consortium for the computer interchange of museum information) Homepage: http://www.cimi.org/cimi/CHIO.html.
3 Pitti, Daniel V. "Finding Aids for Archival Collections." 1996 (URL-http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/ FindingAids/findaids.html).
Standards Development for Descriptive Metadata
If you want to share data between departments or with other institutions, standards become important. The diversity of approaches across several disciplines poses challenges to the cohesive development of the categories of descriptive metadata for the combination of visual and textual resources in the museum and archival communities. Within the museum community considerable diversity of descriptive work exists due to the uniqueness of collections and the approaches to catalog, organize, describe, and present museum collections. Although this section focuses on standards for describing museums' digital information, the discussion cannot be held in isolation from the considerable prior work that has been done with traditional approaches to creating metadata (cataloguing, indexing), as well as established methods for organizing, describing, and classifying collections. It appears that one of the biggest challenges facing museums that already have extensive manually indexed collection systems is using those data effectively without having to recreate or re-format significant portions of it. Bell, in writing about the descriptive work of art curators, comments that while technology has made it feasible to exchange information about art collections, not every curator chooses the same terminology to describe works of art. 4 This observation is readily extended to all of the disciplines which are encompassed in museum collections -not everyone speaks a common language, even in cases where two museums contain objects and information on the same subjects.
Several controlled vocabularies and classification schemes have been used or recommended as standards for categorizing the content of original works, such as the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT), the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), the Thesaurus of Graphic Materials (TGM), ICONCLASS, Categories for the Description of Works of Art (CDWA), and Nomenclature for Museum Cataloguing. The recent work of the Getty Information Institute that has made the AAT and other vocabulary resources accessible through the web has sparked the potential for further standardization of term use within existing databases, as well as the development of innovative approaches to using controlled vocabularies as front-end searching tools for museum collections. 5 The list of approaches to organizing and describing objects, media, and text is extensive, and it represents the myriad of perspectives on manual classification and description. The schemes vary depending on the focus of the organization and may not be adequate to serve the needs of all museums. It is understandably difficult to define areas of these schemes that have common meaning, given the diversity of museum collections. Work toward developing descriptive standards in this area, particularly in the arts, has been under way for some time. The Visual Resources Association (VRA) has developed a list of "core categories" for describing visual resources which covers information about the original object, its creator(s) and the surrogate digital image. 6 The VRA core categories were developed so that they reference the corresponding MARC cataloging fields, and so that they correspond to the Categories for the Description of Works of Art, developed by the Getty Information Institute and the College Art Association. The VRA core also takes into account the use of controlled vocabulary subject and name terms. The work of this group addresses an overarching framework of three general categories of image file description, including two categories that are used to describe the original object and who created it, and a category of information used to describe the surrogate or digital file for the object:
Object Categories
Object Type/ Techniques/ Materials/ Dimensions/ Titles/ Larger Entity Names/ Dates/ Subjects/ Repository Name/ Repository Number/ Notes
Creator Categories Nationality/ Culture Surrogate Categories Image Type/ Image Owner/ Image Owner Number/ Source OCLC (Online Computer Library Center), in collaboration with the CNI (Coalition for Networked Information), has sponsored a series of workshops over the past two years that have focused on the development of a core of elements that can be used as metadata to describe digital information. In 1995 a group of thirteen elements, labeled the "Dublin Core" was developed by this group 7 and later extended to fifteen elements.
The Dublin Core represented the first attempt at developing a common group of elements that could be used consistently to describe networked information resources. This core was expanded upon earlier this year at a second metadata workshop held in Warwick, England. The goal of the Warwick conference was to develop a framework for deploying electronic resource description. Dempsey and Weibel note that the utility of the Dublin Core lies in its simplicity and its flexibility:
The Dublin Core is intended to fill the niche between the terseness of the unstructured full-text web indexes and the structured description of more complex models such as MARC. It is intended to be sufficiently rich to support useful fielded retrieval but simple enough not to require specialist expertise or extensive manual effort to create. 8 Exhibit 1. The Dublin Core Elements. 9 A significant outcome of the Warwick conference on metadata deployment was a proposed convention for embedding metadata in HTML (Hypertext Markup Language). 10 On September 23 and 24, 1996, OCLC and CNI hosted a workshop on metadata for networked images. The goal of this conference was ": : : to promote convergence among alternative approaches to describing images and image databases in networked environments." 11 The outcome of the conference was a shared realization that images and text documents could be described in similar ways, with a recommendation for slight revision of the existing Dublin Core. 12 The Museum Educational Site Licensing Project (MESL), sponsored by the Getty Information Institute, provided an opportunity for seven U.S. museums to create a structured data dictionary of over thirty cultural heritage data elements. 13 Museums extracted structured data from their collections databases, and "crosswalked" it into the structure provided by the MESL data dictionary (see Examples section below). As a result, seven U.S. universities received metadata from the museums that was shaped using consistent guidelines.
In summary, several formal standards are emerging across disciplines for working with structured and unstructured metadata. Structured metadata standards such as MARC for library materials have been in existence for some time, while those for museums are not as widely implemented or prescribed as in libraries and archives. The MESL data dictionary is one example of highly structured metadata. For unstructured metadata, SGML standards now exist such as the CIMI DTD for museum information and the EAD DTD for archival finding aids. The Dublin Core represents a standard for a general level of networked metadata creation to identify electronic resources. Further, the availability of rich vocabularies such as the AAT will undoubtedly enhance the searching and retrieval of museum information.
THE INFORMAL APPROACH
While the analytic approach of efforts like those used in developing the Dublin Core elements may be an effective solution for collections that are relatively homogenous in their content and documentation, many collections lack such homogeneity. In these instances, a less structured approach can be useful. At the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, there was a need to provide access to a whole range of catalogue materials -MARC records, text finding aids that could be anywhere from one to two hundred pages in length, records from relational data structures -as well as related materials such as glossary and encyclopedia entries and oral history testimonies -forms that were never intended as catalogue records. For these, an approach that accommodated materials that were structured as well as unstructured had to be used. The museum has settled on using a text search engine. While text search engines are becoming more common, distinguishing between them and a traditional fielded data approach may be useful.
The MESL data are stored as fielded data and individual records can be found using standard fielded database techniques (e.g., all records where Artist name = "Morris" are searched in the single field that contains the Artist's name for only those records that "Morris" is the name). The United States Holocaust Memorial 12 Weibel, Stuart and Eric Miller, "Image Description on the Internet: A Summary of the CNI/OCLC Image Metadata Workshop" D-Lib Magazine (January 1997) (http://www.dlib.org/ dlib/january97/oclc/01weibel.html).
13 MESL Data Dictionary (1996) . URL: http://www.ahip.getty.edu/mesl/about/docs/datadict.html.
Museum data is stored as a large text file where the beginnings and endings of each item in the text file is marked with SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) tags, as are some administrative elements such as a document number and title. For some materials the "item" may be a text representation of a single object record; for others, it may be a lengthier, more generalized finding aid. "Items" can be any pieces of text identified as being discrete. A search engine operates on this large text file, returning the item numbers as well as the title in response to queries. These in turn allow access to the related text items. The search engine is "probabilistic," returning all of the documents that probably conform to the search criteria in order from most likely to least likely. Searching for the word "Morris," then, would bring back all documents with the word "Morris" in them no matter where it occurred. Refinements are possible in the text database. All artist names can be marked with SGML tags 14 so that it is possible to search for all instances of the word "Morris" appearing within the tags for "Creator." The result of this search can be identical to that of a fielded database, but a feature of a text search engine is that it locates terms that are sought whether they are explicitly identified (as an artist's name might be in a fielded database) or simply mentioned in a descriptive passage. In this informal approach, the issue is harvesting appropriate data from the native repositories within the institution and giving it a common look and feel without particular regard to the structure of the native data. In spite of these very different search tools, the fielded data used by MESL and the text data used within the USHMM underwent a similar analytical process on the way to becoming accessible for searching. While it might have been possible to have moved directly from the native data formats to the searchable data formats, an intermediary step was included to gather the data before it was generated in its final, searchable form. In both instances, this intermediary step involved creating a temporary container as a relatively simple database. In the instance of the MESL data, seven museums extracted information (combinations of fielded text and unstructured text) from their own collections databases, and molded that data into a format to fit a pre-determined data dictionary that was developed for the project. The MESL data dictionary contains thirty-two fields, some repeatable, some non-repeatable. Each museum's fielded dataset was mounted in turn on seven university campuses. At the University of Illinois, a relational database container was built with fields and elements that corresponded to the MESL data dictionary. The data from each museum was loaded. In some cases, data was re-shaped when it did not correspond directly to the data dictionary format, or when the content of the data in a field differed from the definition of its content in the data dictionary. Exhibit 2. First, a parsing program extracts material from its native form and deposits it in a simple container that notes an id number, a title, a source, and then the text contents of the record itself in a variable length text block. Depending on the data source, the text block may look like a catalogue card, a page from a published catalogue, or a lengthy document. The final step is the adding of document delimiting tags and creation of the text file that is indexed by the search engine.
In the instance of the USHMM data, each of the native record forms -the MARC records from the library, the finding aids in WordPerfect from the Archives, the MARC records from the archives database (in a different flavor of MARC than the library records), and the Photo Archives records drawn from their proprietary relational database -were gathered together into a single, simple container where they could be evaluated, modified, interpreted, and tagged before conversion to the final searchable form.
Initially, this gathering was done for the sake of processing convenience. A certain amount of processing and conversion was necessary, and being able to perform all functions to a common structure was easiest. In each instance, however, it became clear that the gathered data offered some valuable opportunities for analysis of a kind that could not easily take place in any single data source alone. "Crosswalks" could be established to relate authors from the MARC records and photographers from the Photo Archives records or the subject headings of the Archives to those of the Library. Not only was it easy to tag these interestingly related elements, but it was possible to extract all of the subjects, the makers, the place names, and other common elements (though in their native formats, they weren't clearly "common") and interpret them alone. Analysis of the data prior to placing it into its final form for searching allowed the addition of a variety of sophisticated strategies such as queries that could be launched from within a result set that could bring back all items related to a particular place (after analyzing the data in the intermediary container to establish the connections between variant standards for reporting place names), or common subjects, or common creators.
The utility of this extra analytical step should be apparent. Each of the groups of data being combined into the final integrated data source had features that improved data management -the use of standards, of data parsing, of data organization, etc. These features could be readily incorporated in the final integrated system. But, when the groups of data were combined as a whole, an additional layer of interpretation (and so features to improve data management, especially in the area of facilitating searches) could be identified. In some instances, this additional layer had to do with normalization. One group of records might have recorded place as a single phrase -"Boston, Massachusetts." Another might have had separate fields for each element of the name -City = "Boston" State = "MA" Country = "USA." As links were made between these different expressions, the richest expression could contribute to the entire data set -the extra piece of information from the fielded record, that the country is U.S.A., expands the meaning of the single phrase in the first example. The simple fact of normalization from one set of data to another enriched the value of the integrated whole considerably. But, beyond simple normalization, the intermediary container could be interpreted for additional significant data elements that might not have appeared in the data in its native formats. As a simple example, where one data source used "key word" as a data element, the list of all key words could be used to search for instances of those key words in the other data sources, even though none of them used key word as a data element. By abstracting from the intermediary container, common elements that might serve as a basis for public inquiries -a list of all makers, of all places, or of all subjects, for instance, could be developed. These could then be converted into pre-formatted queries so that instead of searching randomly through all of the data or having to know about the data structures, a user could select a normalized query from a simple list and get results that served most needs. In the instance of the USHMM data, this meant that the name "Morris" could be chosen from a list of all creators extracted from the intermediary data source and a query would be formulated to bring back only those things relating to Morris as a creator rather than all instances of the word Morris in the database. Of course, this latter option was always available, but the fact of interpreting the intermediary data allows for refinements that help the general user.
THE CONTAINER APPROACH TO MERGING DISPARATE DATA
Museums and libraries have done considerable work in developing standards for expressing information about individual objects within a single type of material -object, photograph or manuscript. But, even when these standards are followed thoughtfully, there is no assurance that different types of materials can be joined easily in an integrated information system. The secondary analysis that must be done to establish "crosswalks" between different types of material is not terribly difficult -some of this work has been done by groups who suggest standards, some connections have developed through use, and some can be inferred with a little common sense. Where combining collection level data into a single intermediary container was a convenience for assembling different kinds of data, taking a second, analytical step is more than convenient when it comes to establishing and creating relationships between collections elements.
Besides being valuable for establishing relationships, the container also serves as a structure to identify similarities that may or may not need modification and normalization. These similarities tend to be the result of sets of data sharing common hierarchies. The notions of style, subject, and material, for instance, occur in relation to more than one type of data. The similarities also can be the results of sets of data sharing common related entities. People, places, and events are apt to be connected to any of the basic types of information in a museum collection. Insofar as the common hierarchies and common relationships can be established in the container, they can be normalized and made to work more effectively.
When the notion of multimedia as more than a simple appendage to item level records and the notion of contextual material are added as considerations, the importance of the overall data structure to be represented in the integrated system takes on new levels of complexity. Accordingly, designers of these disparate data need to take several important steps to successfully merge data into an intermediary, more flexible form. First, the data need to be examined once it has been extracted from the any of several sources. The Holocaust Museum's database structure serves as a useful example here. In this case, specific fields of data have been extracted from records in the library (MARC format), the photo archives (relational database), and the archives (MARC records and word processed finding aids). The data which are extracted from each of these databases can be called "native data" because they are in a format that was originally meant for their collections database. Once these data are extracted, they can be placed into an intermediary data container (a relational database program can serve well as this container), for further examination and analysis.
The significance of taking this second, analytical step cannot be underestimated. At first, it may seem only a convenient way for checking on consistency of data or relationships between data content as well as elements between different data sources. Once this analytic process begins however, it becomes clear that the data container features of its own apart from the features of any of the native data sources. The simple fact of having the container allows for an important review and analysis of the integrated materials as a whole. Of course, there are some aspects of the combined data in the container that might have been guessed by careful analysis of the native data formats. If the element "subject" is used by two data sources, a comparison of the intent of that element and its content can follow. But there are some interesting factors that do not come out in looking at native data. Among these is the extent to which native data contains general information -biographical Exhibit 3. The second phase of preparation of the data involves reviewing the content of particular parts of the native data to extract those values that are perceived to be useful to the public. Examples of such material include subjects, names of artists, place names, periods or schools, or materials. Wherever these exist, they are noted along with id, title, source, and text block. A secondary analysis of these values enables normalization and the creation of simple equivalencies. From these query values, "prepackaged" queries based on the lookup values can be created and hyperlinks that serve to launch queries created to go with records. In this fashion, the name "Morris" might be highlighted as a hyperlink which when selected would search across the data in the dataset for all artists with that name. sketches, company histories, definitions of terms, information about relationships between people -that is of considerable interest to the integrated system as a whole. Another of these is the extent to which different collections focus on individual objects, groups of objects, objects with family-like relationships, and so on.
While museums have spent considerable time thinking about common fields, appropriate data structures for different types of materials, and so on, there has been very little reflection on the issues that surround this secondary analysis or the fields and data structures that can reflect the richness of the integrated system. Simply putting everything into one final database works. However, with the kind of analysis that is being considered here, there is the possibility of moving significantly beyond simply offering grab bags of item level descriptions of museum holdings.
Examples: The Product of Merging Disparate Metadata Formats

THE FORMAL APPROACH: THE MUSEUM EDUCATIONAL SITE LICENSING PROJECT
The Museum Educational Site Licensing Project (MESL) is an important effort that is now serving as a testbed to determine how this and other descriptive metadata is presented and used. The MESL was initiated in February, 1995, with partial sponsorship from the Getty Information Institute and MUSE Educational Media. The goal of the project is to test the feasibility of developing site licensing arrangements between museums and educational institutions in the United States. Seven U.S. universities are collaborating with six museums and the Library of Congress to provide networked access to over 9,000 images and their corresponding text descriptions. Faculty in Art History, and other arts and humanities disciplines are using the images for classroom teaching. The images and text are mounted locally by each of the seven universities. The project has a two-year duration.
Critical among the MESL project's goals has been the development and testing of standards for image information and its related text. A practical approach was adopted from the outset to generate data from existing museum sources. The text descriptive information for the images supplied by museums was drawn from a combination of their exhibition catalogs and their collections maintenance databases. In order to provide some means of searching across structured data fields from different systems and museums, the participating museums and universities developed a structured data dictionary and used that as a guide for the export of information from their collections databases. Museums had to extract data from their existing collections systems or other databases and re-format it, mapping discrete elements of their data to the structured data dictionary fields. The MESL data dictionary contains thirty-two fields, with some of these being repeatable. The elements of the Dublin Core, where applicable, can be found. The goal of the data dictionary was to represent the types of elements that museum curators and art historians felt was critical to the identification of images. These elements include data such as artist/creator, title, date, subject, description accession number, material, type of art work. However, in mapping existing data structures into a new, common denominator data structure, not every museum provides the same depth of descriptive information, and it is difficult to discern commonly employed standards in museum artifact classification, due to the uniqueness of the materials that museums collect. Therefore, the level of subject analysis, and the method of classification employed may differ radically from one museum to another. For example, the Fowler Museum of Cultural History has a rich collection of Peruvian artifacts. Their descriptive information for the Peruvian materials will undoubtedly include more specific terms than that of another museum that does not have an in depth collection in this area.
The retrieval possibilities, however, are impressive. At the University of Illinois, the images are accessible through a Web site that is restricted to the University community, in accordance with the terms of the site license agreement. Users can either browse creator and title lists within a museum, or they can submit a search using a Web form, which is submitted to an SQL (Structured Query Language) search engine. Perhaps the most significant aspect of mounting this database is that users can search within one museum, or across all seven of the museums simultaneously. The search in the SQL search engine retrieves words or phrases that match the user's search terms, across eight of the thirty-two possible fields. The following example search for the terms "bridge" AND "painting" AND "monet" retrieves images which have in their text descriptions these three words, occurring anywhere in the eight fields which are searched by the SQL engine. The search retrieves eight matches in a thumbnail and brief text record list: The terms in the search are truncated, with an implicit boolean AND inserted between the terms, unless otherwise specified. The terms, adjusted for truncation and boolean operators, are then posted for keyword matches against seven of the thirty-two possible data dictionary fields within an SQL table. The matches that are returned are based on the occurrence of those terms within the fields searched. The user has several display options, including a view of a medium and a fullsize version of the digital image, and a view of the complete indexing record for the item. While there are challenges to what the library world knows as consistent subject access, the example search suggests that the descriptive text that is supplied by the museums can be stored and manipulated to produce some very useful and interesting retrieval results for users.
The MESL group recognizes that using structured data, and the process of museums extracting specific information from their existing collections databases can be cumbersome. Museums are also using unstructured full text, and SGML (standard generalized markup language) with a DTD (document type definition) developed for either museum or archival information, such as those provided by the CIMI (Computer Information for Museum Interchange) group and by the library and archival community, which has developed the EAD (encoding for archival description) DTD. However, given the short time line of two years to complete the MESL project, the most readily available sources of museum information were collections databases, which held primarily fielded, structured data.
THE INFORMAL APPROACH: U.S. HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM
Below are examples of object records from the Archives and from the Photographs departments of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum. The original metadata record for each department was created using a specific standard format. In order to merge the data, a simple crosswalk was done to identify like elements shared by the different metadata formats:
We emphasize the idea of using internal "crosswalks" among different metadata formats in order to create viable ways in which museums can use data from legacy systems without undergoing massive data conversion and/or a substantial investment in new or upgraded internal production systems. There are essentially two ways to bring together different data formats and present them to the public as a cohesive collection -either ask everyone to conform (on some level) to one fixed data format, regardless of the type of information, or manipulate the data using innovative database construction techniques that are built into some software programs. The first approach involves normalizing existing data so that it is a consistent format. For example, a large international agency that held metadata in different formats for approximately twenty countries recently converted all of these data into one SGML format. The second, a simple approach -creating a single source for metadata -along with designating parent-child relations and an encyclopedic quality for some instances of that metadata lacks the sophistication of many more ambitious approaches to unifying data. But, considering that it is very simple to implement, it generates surprisingly satisfying results. An example of this approach would involve each department (photographs, objects, archives, library) first generating an output file of data in their native structures, although the complete and identical dataset would not need to be generated. Therefore, information in the collections database about acquisition and physical condition might not be included in the file of metadata that is generated for public searching and viewing.
Multimedia Resources
One of the most appealing aspects of the new technologies is the ease with which museums can extend their presentation of data to include still images, video, and audio. In the projects cited, where images of objects -paintings in the case of the MESL project and photographs in the case of the USHMM photo archivescould be presented, they have been. In test circumstances, the USHMM has been doing work attaching audio files to searchable transcripts of oral history. The same general technique will be used to attach video using a combination of transcript and time code. It is noteworthy that for the most part, attachment of media is simply an adjunct to the textual material in these efforts. The ability to "find" particular imagery is a direct function of the quality (and quantity) of text associated with the image. Indeed, the text record continues to be the dominant element with query result lists being word lists and the image being simply an illustration to the catalogue record. This is especially true of imagery attached to records created in some traditional, native format.
Within the past several years, significant progress has been made in the area of retrieving images based on their inherent features (color, shape, and texture). Work Exhibit 6. Archives record display in the Inquery system, reprinted with permission of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum.
involving the retrieval of images based on semantic analysis of the accompanying text as well as the features within the image shows promise. However, this work requires considerable computing effort, and it presupposes the analysis of low-level features that rarely represent the complex iconographic representations that text has been groomed to portray (e.g., battle grounds, or wedding feasts).
While technologies that do pattern, color, and shape matching in images exist, in the near future, museums will continue to depend upon text to lead to nontextual material. On that account, emerging standards for recording information about imagery such as the Dublin Core elements deserve particular attention. Again, as a practical matter, the link between text record and image file is made in the intermediate container that is used to gather and process the data. Because some of the data elements relating to non-text media -format, resolution (where appropriate), timing (where appropriate), details regarding production and source Exhibit 8. Adding the media references to each of the records in the intermediary container is a convenient way to bring this material in, but it is also the case that media may have data elements of its own apart from any particular record. These can be added as well, and lookups can be developed and interpreted just as lookup values for text items were. When media is processed, it may be that it will simply be appended to text, making the ubiquitous National Geographic picture with caption format. But there is no reason why media cannot stand on its own within the data set allowing such features as querying by visual example rather than text example.
of the digital media, etc. -are attributes of the media rather than the text that the media is associated with, introducing this material into the intermediary container is an effective strategy. In addition, expanding analysis of the data in the container to the multimedia resources has the potential for creating opportunities that might not have been considered.
Museums have done little to develop the strategies for utilizing the potential of images in formulating queries, but there are some interesting possibilities. One direction in which the USHMM has been moving in prototype projects has been to utilize a combination of images, the text search engine, and the strategy of returning thumbnails of images as the results of queries. An initial query returns a selection of thumbnail images that are "probably" related to the query. Selecting a thumbnail can launch a subsequent query. The text associated with that selected thumbnail serves as the content for a subsequent query, allowing more and more refined results that are based on patrons considering images rather than words. Another direction for the USHMM has been to develop ways of returning visual material or sound material in response to text searches. In these cases, the text that is searched -a transcript of an oral history or the text of a manuscript -is a Exhibit 9. These images appear on the screen as initial choices to query the topic "Advertising." Selecting either of them creates a query based on the text associated with the one selected that returns a result set as a "light table" shown below.
surrogate for the media. But, instead of returning the text surrogate as the response to the query, the media itself is returned.
For sound and video, this requires time coding being recorded in both the media and the text. For documents with multiple pages, it requires connections on a page by page basis between images and text. Some work has been done in this regard with the archives of the USHMM. Because the intermediary data container is created particularly to manipulate data, the kinds of exploration that must be done to begin to realize some of these possibilities can be done without having to manipulate the native data. Frequently, the limitations of native systems preclude this kind of free ranging examination.
Other approaches to adding multimedia to text databases include interesting combinations of selection and content presentation techniques. The MARS (Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval System) project at the University of Illinois is typical of one direction that this thinking has been going. These experimental projects begin to demonstrate the possibilities of these tools for use in museums.
Providing Context
One interesting problem that becomes apparent when the public begins accessing our resources is that often what they want to know and what we've prepared for them to know are two different things. Most collections systems, for example, in Exhibit 10. Query results from selecting an image related to the concept "Advertising." These images are "like" the image that initiated the query because the values of their cataloguing data are similar to those for the selected image. Had the second of the two images in Exhibit 9 been chosen, the results of the query would have been slightly different.
response to a query about an artist named "Morris" will give a list of records that are associated with "Morris" as an artist. The assumption is that the desired result will be a listing of items with a direct relation. In fact, though, frequently the question was not "What are the things by 'Morris'?" but rather, "Tell me about the artist named 'Morris.' " While museums certainly maintain this latter type of material -it is the stuff from which exhibits, education programs, publications, lectures, curatorial files, and all of the other interpretive media employed by museums are made -it rarely finds its way into collections management systems or public access systems. Recognizing the importance of extending the information system to include a broader range of materials becomes clearer as effective mechanisms for accessing particular items are put in place.
As information managers, museums differ from other kinds of organizations in the way that they accumulate in disparate forms and in disparate ways contextual materials that give meaning to the objects that they maintain. A history museum might have gathered records about individual objects with the usual descriptions and commentaries, it might at a later date have acquired the business papers of the company that made those objects, and a historian might have done research on an industry of which that company was a part for an exhibit and filed those papers in a vertical file of topics about the collections. An art museum might have sketches and information from sketchbooks and diaries about a painting that was no longer in public view, a file of artist's biographies created by students for a university art history class, and a collection of books about the artist and her circle. All of these resources -the objects, the research, the documents, and the records themselvescome to be part of the fabric of information that gives an object life in a museum. All of these resources shed light on the museum's collections -some more than others, some more independently than others -and while not all are of equal significance, none are discarded by the prudent museum information manager. This diversity makes managing museum information a more difficult proposition than keeping track of the stock of a stationery store or tracking overnight express deliveries or even developing a profile of a consumer's spending habits. The sources of material that museums draw on need not be congruent or even conceived as being related.
The tools and techniques that are used to develop integrated systems of object records can be used to provide the further integration of contextual material. Again, the role of the intermediary data container is crucial. The contextual data will need Exhibit 12. Contextual material -biographical materials, company histories, information about places and events, glossary entries, research materials -any information that is apt to shed light on the data -can be added to the intermediary container and processed just like the more traditional object-centric data. Frequently, it is the lookup values -people, places, subjects, etc. -that have associated contextual material, so in processing the data for the final searchable dataset, it may be that links between the contents of the lookup values and the contextual material will be generated. Where the lookup values would perform search functions like "what are all the works by Morris?" the contextual material might answer the question "Who was Morris?" Like all other text in the dataset, this contextual information can be searched as well.
to be organized. Just as there may be multiple records about a particular artist's works, so there may be multiple documents about an artist that provide context. Key concepts from within the contextual data will need to be identified. Those will need to be matched to concepts -subjects, people, places, and so on -from the item level records. Links will need to be made between the contextual data and the item level data. If media has been developed as a separate component of the intermediary data set, connections between media and the contextual data might be created. An image of a photograph in the collection of an artist would be connected with its own item level description, of course, but that image might also serve as a portrait of an artist to accompany a biographical sketch. Free movement ought to be enabled from the contextual materials to the collection items. The possibilities are very rich.
It is when this last piece -the contextual information -is added that the "integrated system" becomes something more like a knowledge system than simply a convenient way to look up information about objects in a museum no matter what department has responsibility for them. Note that one way to go about creating this contextual material is to "mine" the object records for context. As a rule, biographical notes, descriptions of objects, processes, materials, styles, and so on are sprinkled through collections based data. Depending on the structure of the collection data, these embedded contextual materials can be extracted from the intermediate database.
Conclusion: Being Digital Means Looking Different
Creating a system that enables users to retrieve information across various existing systems and data formats has benefits and drawbacks. The benefit is that information across departments can be brought together in a meaningful way without the user having to move physically (or virtually) from one collection to another. The drawback stems from the fact that the merging of data in different formats inherently dilutes hierarchical control and poses the challenge of working with multiple formats for information. Data format and content for two databases can be identical, but the same query can yield two very different results in systems that have different retrieval engines.
For example, a search in a hierarchically organized collections database for all objects created by a particular artist retrieves a result that will only change if the museum adds another work created by that artist to the database. However, the same search across a combined file of objects, manuscripts, photographs, and library materials for materials by or about a particular artist might produce a very different, less predictable result, depending on the search engine, the way in which the merged data is structured and indexed, and the way in which the query is executed across the existing data. While this collocation of information is a boon for the user, one could say that it might play tricks on the minds of conscientious indexers, curators, and cataloguers. It is important to note here that a number of studies have indicated that professional indexers, expert searchers, and naïve users rarely choose the same words to describe the same information. 16 Some basic examples of the currently popular types of search engines may provide the reader with a deeper understanding of the ways in which search engines affect the ultimate results of a query. Numerous examples of virtually all of these systems can be found on the Web.
The most impressive aspect of the array of possibilities before museums today -the search engines, database standards, reasoned approaches, digital images, and digital data -is that museums actually have developed feasible approaches to represent in meaningful ways the collections and the information that they manage. It may not be getting much easier to do, but there are possibilities. Sound indicators of progress include the success of the MESL project, and the U.S. Holocaust Memo-rial Museum searchable web databases, examples of those few instances where search engines have been employed in either actual or test situations for museums, and the lively conversations that have developed in the museum community about providing meaningful public access to museum information.
The fact of web technology -both as an occasion for integrating and breaking down differences between collections or institutions and as a way of exposing museum information to a wider public -may only have been a catalyst to these new approaches to managing and distributing data. What is clear is that now that process has begun, our attention must be turned to understanding information resources as wholes. The work done with the MESL project or in developing integrated systems like that at the USHMM have shown the significance of adding analytical steps to begin modeling data accumulated for distribution prior to actually making it available. The experience of the authors in these areas suggests that significant improvements in the quality of information delivered to users can be gained by these techniques. It is also clear that these approaches need further development and discussion.
In the move from guided exhibits to digital knowledge discovery tools, it is entirely possible to preserve the rich context in which museum information and objects have been collected and linked. Perhaps even more exciting is the reality that it is possible to create methods to link information that is similar in content, but has been physically and institutionally isolated until it has been made digital. The most exciting aspect of this work is demonstrated in the opportunities to enhance scholarship at all levels through new knowledge discovery and interaction.
